Central Line-associated Bloodstream Infections: CLABSI Care Bundle Approach of Prevention
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Abstract

Infections of the bloodstream that is caused by vascular catheters can be divided into two primary groups both bloodstream infections that can be traced back to catheters and those that can be traced back to central lines. There are clear differences between the two, despite the fact that they are interchangeable. Infections that cannot be traced to an infection unrelated to a catheter but still arise when a central venous catheter is present or within 48 h after the catheter has been withdrawn are referred to as having a “central line-associated bloodstream infection” (CLABSI). A “bundle” of catheter care refers to the provision of care utilizing a consistent combination of actions to reduce the risk of bloodstream infections associated with central lines CLABSIs. Hand hygiene, the use of maximum sterile barriers during line insertion, the washing of the insertion site with chlorhexidine, avoiding the use of the femoral and jugular sites for line insertion, and the timely removal of superfluous catheters are all components of this combination. The implementation of an evidence-based CLABSI prevention bundle and process monitoring by direct observation led to a considerable improvement in reducing the CLABSI rate in adult intensive care unit patients, which was then maintained over time.
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INTRODUCTION

To distribute medications that cannot be given by mouth or arm, central venous access includes inserting a large bore catheter or venous access device in a vein in the groin, neck, or upper chest. These catheters can be used to administer intravenous nourishment, blood products, vasoactive medications, and chemotherapy in addition to antibiotics and other treatments.¹ Moreover, central venous access is utilized in intensive care units to evaluate cardiac and venous function as well as to give patients intermittent or continuous renal replacement treatment. However, one of the main problems with using central venous catheters (CVCs) is the potential for infection brought on by bacteria. The colonization of CVCs by microorganisms, which can cause local or systemic infections and raise patient morbidity and mortality rates as well as financial burdens on the community, is one of the main issues connected with their usage, though.² Bloodstream infections brought on by vascular catheters fall under two main categories. Both bloodstream infections linked to catheters and those connected to central lines central line-associated bloodstream infection (CLABSIs). While being interchangeable, they have definite distinctions. The term CLABSI refers to infections that cannot be traced to an infection unrelated to a catheter yet arise when a CVC is present or within 48 h after the catheter has been withdrawn. An intravascular catheter is the source of a clinical diagnosis known as a catheter-associated blood stream infection CLABSI, which can be validated by quantitative culture or by comparing a catheter specimen with peripheral venous
blood. One of the most prevalent nosocomial infections and a significant contributor to bloodstream infections, particularly in patients receiving critical care, is CLABSI. The majority of CLABSIs are contracted by CVCs, and new research has shown that these catheters carry a 64-fold higher risk of contracting the infection than peripheral catheters.[3]

Thousands of patients still contract bloodstream infections every year, with an average rate of 0–2.9/1000 CVC days (depending on the type of unit) and 1/1000 CVC days in critical care units, according to the Centers for disease control and prevention, which estimates that there have been 50% fewer CLABSIs in the US in recent years.[4] The estimated CLABSI rate was 7.66/1000 between August 2008 and July 2010 in four hospitals, according to a 2015 study by Zhang et al. in China that included 2631 cases spread over seven critical care units.

Microorganisms come in a variety of ages, immune levels, and illness severity levels. Staphylococcus and streptococcus were listed as the most prevalent microorganisms in the Meng et al. study, while a study from Spain found that Gram-positive cocci and yeasts were largely to blame for CLABSIs and catheter tip colonization. There has been a shift toward Gram-negative microorganisms associated with CLABSI, according to several recent investigations conducted in Europe and China.[5]

Many studies have demonstrated that the risk of developing bloodstream infections and other complications connected to catheter use differ depending on the site of insertion.[6] According to the insertion site, Deshpande et al. found no risk of catheter-related bloodstream infections in their analysis of the potential for infectious adverse effects associated with central venous catheterization. Another study showed the jugular venous site to be an independent risk factor for catheter colonization, and Deshpande et al. discovered that there was no difference in catheter colonization between subclavian, jugular, and femoral venous access site. Furthermore, recent prospective studies have reported that catheter colonization is lower when subclavian venous access site is used.[7-9]

**Materials and Methods**

Reviewers searched various databases for systematic reviews published in English language peer-reviewed journals. Relevant articles were identified by search engine; PubMed, Medline, SCOPUS, Research gate, Elsevier, and Google Scholar with the following key words: “CLABSI, Prevention, effectiveness, CLABSI care bundle, etc” [Figure 1].

**Prevention of CVC-related infection**

There are numerous established suggestions and standards for preventing bloodstream infections linked to central lines. The fundamental guidelines for preventing CLABSI have been grouped into the three categories of before CVC insertion, during CVC insertion, and after CVC insertion in the paragraphs below.

**Before the CVC insertion**

The use of unneeded central venous catheterization can be decreased by putting in place a checklist of the criteria and contraindications for CVC use. A thorough educational program to teach medical professionals about catheter insertion, maintenance, and care, to make sure all medical professionals involved in catheter care attend and complete the program, and to establish competency before inserting the catheter on their own.[10] Studies have shown that a doctor’s experience and ability are crucial elements since they are negatively correlated with the risk of CLABSI. Furthermore, it is very helpful to receive simulation training for catheter placement during residency.[11]

**During the CVC insertion**

ICUs need a procedure, such as a checklist, to make sure infection prevention best practices are followed when inserting catheters. Many guidelines and research have recommended the use of checklists to ensure safe insertion procedures. It is advised to have a nurse or doctor who has received training in CLABSI prevention measures oversee the maintenance of aseptic practices. The nurse or physician supervisor has the power to halt the procedure if aseptic techniques are not followed during catheter placement, with the exception of emergencies.[12]

It is advised to wash your hands with water and alcohol-based hand rubs or antimicrobial soaps (including antiseptics) before inserting or adjusting a catheter. Alcohol-based solutions and hand sanitizers work well against both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, as well as some pathogens such as MDR *Staphylococcus aureus*, MTB, and some viruses like HIV-encapsulated viruses. Alcohol has also been shown to lower hand bacterial levels.[13]

When the surgery is elective and the patient is obese, catheterization of the femoral vein is not advised. The infectious and non-infectious problems associated with the various CVC access locations are controversial, and different research have produced varied findings. The risks and benefits of CVC insertion must be evaluated against each other. For instance, jugular venous access CVC insertion may increase the risk of infection problems if a tracheostomy is present.

In ICUs and other CVC-using units, a catheter kit that includes all the supplies required for aseptic catheter installation must be readily accessible. Several studies have recommended using point-of-care ultrasounds to confirm catheter placement and assess problems after catheterization.[14]

It has been demonstrated that putting CVCs in under ultrasound guidance lower the risk of both infectious and non-infectious problems. According to studies, using ultrasound guidance lowers the risk of arterial damage, pulmonary embolism, deep vein thrombosis, and pneumothorax. The failure rate is decreased and time is saved using USS to find the vein.

Maximum barrier safety measures: While inserting a catheter, use the highest level of barrier protection, which includes a mask, a cap, a sterile drape, a sterile gown, and sterile gloves. There is proof that CLABSI rates in intensive care settings are decreased by approaches of maximum barrier precaution. [15,16]
The density of bacteria at the site of catheter insertion is the main risk factor for catheter-related BSI. One approach of prophylaxis is to prepare the skin with chlorohexidine. There is proof that chlorohexidine solution lessens infections caused by catheters. In a randomized experiment, chlorohexidine was found to be more effective at preventing catheter-related infections than 10% povidone-iodine, 70% alcohol, and 2% chlorohexidine solution.[17]

It is advisable to apply a 0.5% chlorohexidine gluconate solution to the skin where the needle was inserted. Its effectiveness is due to a synergistic interaction between alcohol and chlorhexidine. In an RCT comparing 5% povidone iodine solution in 70% ethanol with 10% aqueous povidone-iodine solution for skin antisepsis, povidone-iodine also demonstrated synergistic benefits. As comparison to povidone iodine alone, the alcohol povidone-iodine combination considerably reduced the incidence rates of catheter colonization. Further clinical trials are required to validate these findings, but it appears that chlorohexidine aqueous solution reduces infection complication rates more effectively than povidone-iodine and should be used as the first-line antisepsis for CVC management.[18]

The use of antiseptic (chlorohexidine-silver sulfadiazine) coated CVCs or antibacterial (minocycline-rifampin) coated CVCs is one of the strategies suggested to lower CLABSI rates. The use of antimicrobial/antiseptic CVC, however, may not be helpful in lowering CLABSI rates, according to certain research. According to an RCT comparing antimicrobial coated CVCs with regular CVCs, neither the usage of antimicrobial-coated CVCs nor their use reduced the risk of CLABSI expressed per 1000 catheter days or the risk of catheter-related local infections.[19]

After catheter insertion
The usage of float nurses should be avoided, and there should be a sufficient nurse-to-patient ratio. The incidence rates of CLABSI have been proven to rise as a result of reducing the number of nurses below the threshold level. The number of float nurses should be kept to a minimum, according to studies, and there should be a ratio of 1–2 nurses in ICUs where nurses are caring for patients with CVCs. During a catheter evaluation, aseptic protocols are crucial. Hands must first be thoroughly cleaned with alcohol hand massage before manipulating catheter tubing. Chlorohexidine solutions should be used to sanitize hubs and ports before inspections. As catheter hubs are frequently checked rather than the actual catheter insertion site, prolonged catheterization raises the risk of catheter-related infection. The risks of CLABSI are increased by routinely manipulating central line catheters, particularly in aseptic circumstances.[20]

Catheters that are not required should be taken out. The need for the catheter should be assessed daily, and if it is no longer necessary for medical management, removal should be taken into consideration. To avoid bloodstream infections linked to CVCs, chlorhexidine-impregnated dressing should be applied.[21]

Chlorhexidine dressing placed over CVCs reduced the risk of CVC-related bloodstream infections from 1.3 infections per 1000 catheter days to 0.5 infections per 1000 catheter days in a randomized controlled trial involving 1636 adults. In a separate study involving 1879 patients, the same research group found that the same practice had a similar effect.[22]
The application of a chlorhexidine-impregnated sponge put on CVCs decreased the probability of catheter colonization and CVCs-bacteremia according to a meta-analysis investigation.\[23\]

The decline in infection rates has been linked to surveillance networks. The literature on establishing preventive programs has numerous instances that have been published.\[24\]

Catheter locks prophylaxis to stop thrombotic and infectious problems. To produce high antimicrobial concentrations and prevent or treat catheter-related infections, this approach involves flushing antibiotic solution into the lumens of CVCs over a predetermined length of time. Patients with long-term catheters or those who have previously experienced bloodstream infections connected to catheters are candidates for this surgery. Vancomycin, gentamycin, and minocycline are some of the antibiotics that have been used in these treatments; they are combined with anticoagulants such as heparin to prevent long-term infections.\[25\] The use of antibiotic lock prophylaxis was linked to a 69% reduction in CLABSI rates and infection on the catheter exit site, according to a recent meta-analysis by Zacharioudakis et al. on 23 trials involving adult, pediatric, and cancer patients receiving TPN. Because there are not enough studies to judge the effectiveness of this method on short-term catheters, the use of antibiotic lock solutions on short-term catheters is debatable.\[26,27\]

**Central line insertion bundle**

The use of care bundles for the installation and upkeep of CVCs is a crucial method of CLABSI prevention. Care bundles are organized collections of practices that have been shown effective in improving patient outcomes and the delivery of care. They have been shown to significantly lower CLABSIs in patients in adult intensive care units. Recent research has demonstrated that care bundles can reduce CLABSIs in neonatal and pediatric intensive care units while also saving money.\[28\]

**Hand hygiene**

Wash hands or use an alcohol-based, waterless hand cleaner when caring for central lines:
- Before and after palpating the catheter insertion site
- Before and after inserting, replacing, adjusting, or dressing the site
- During palpation of the insertion site and after application of antiseptic and only if full asepsis is maintained.

**Complete maximal barrier**

- The operator inserting the CVC should adhere to strict aseptic techniques and wear sterile gloves, gown, surgical cap, and surgical mask.

Chlorhexidine 2% skin antisepsis
- Prepare skin with 2% chlorhexidine in 70% alcohol using swabs and a friction scrub for at least 30 s.

Do not wipe or blow dry and allow to dry completely before skin puncture: 30 s for a dry site.

**Optimal catheter site selection**

- In adult patients, there is some evidence that the subclavian site has a lower risk of catheter-related blood stream infections. However, there is usually more experience with the internal jugular site. The subclavian and internal jugulars are the preferred sites for infection control purposes.
- Use of sterile and single-use jelly.
- Use sterile and single-use jelly for ultrasound-guided insertions.

**Central line maintenance bundle hand hygiene**

Practice hand hygiene at five moments:
- Before touching a patient
- Before clean/aseptic procedures
- After body-fluid exposure/risk
- After touching a patient
- After touching patient surroundings.

**Aseptic technique for accessing and changing needleless connectors**

Scrub the access port or hub immediately before each use with an appropriate antiseptic.

**Standardized tubing change**

Intravenous medication administration tubing should be changed as per the recommendation in the local organizations policy.

**Daily review of catheter necessity**

Daily review of line necessity during rounds so that the necessity of the lines can be determined and unnecessary lines removed.

**Evidence for effectiveness of CLABSI care bundle**

The CLABSI rate per 1000 patient-days decreased from 3.1/1000 device-days to 0.4/1000 device days, according to a study by Gupta et al. Up until December 2018, when a single case occurred, we had gone 757 days without a case of CLABSI in the unit. After that, we have 602 days of freedom remaining as of July 2020. Conclusions A considerable and long-lasting improvement in lowering the CLABSI rate in adult CICU were made possible by the implementation of an evidence-based CLABSI prevention package and process monitoring through direct observation.\[29\]

According to the Entesari-Tatafi et al. study, the average CLABSI rate decreased from 2.2/1000 central line days during the pre-intervention period to 0.5/1000 central line days (0/1000 central line days from July 2012 to July 2014) during the post-intervention period (peaking at 5.2/1000 central line days in quarter 4, 2008). According to our study, this care bundle can significantly lower the CLABSI rate by employing a revolutionary maintenance approach.\[30\]

In accordance with the study by Sachan and Manu, three studies (27.2%) were conducted in North India, two (18.2%)...
in North Taiwan, one (9.1%) in Canberra, one (9.1%) in Korea, one (9.1%) in Tennessee, one (9.1%) in Greece, one (9.1%) in Australia, and one (9.1%) in Turkey. These non-randomized intervention studies comprised all 11 studies that were a part of the systemic review. With the implementation of a care bundle in the critical care unit, analysis of all 11 trials shows that the rate of CLABSI significantly decreased.\[31]\n
According to a research by Atilla et al., femoral access was more frequently seen and catheterization duration was higher in individuals with CLABSI. Using the care bundle resulted in a reduction in CLABSI rates. For the first period, 6.20/1000 catheter days, the intervention period, 3.88/1000 catheter days, and the third period, 1.05/1000 catheter days, the CLABSI rate in the medical ICU was recorded. During these three intervals, the surgical ICU’s CLABSI rate was 8.27/1,000, 4.60/1,000, and 3.73/1,000 catheter days, respectively. The CLABSI rate must be reduced through the selection of the best catheter insertion site, the implementation of all barrier precautions, and the removal of catheters when they are no longer required.\[32]\n
**Conclusion**

CLABSI are a type of healthcare-associated infection that is dangerous but can be avoided. CLABSI rates in an intensive care unit saw a considerable drop after the implementation of a comprehensive strategy that included multidisciplinary teams that adhered to an evidence-based, bundled approach.
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